
I’m guessing you are all here today, in one way or another to find a solution to a 
problem,.. or to explore ideas and find new opportunities… which, in another sense 
are simply problems you weren’t aware of or havent solved yet. Could we even say 
that  'problems' themselves aren’t all 'bad'? After all, without problems, where is the 
gap in the market? Where is the need? what is there for you to do or get funding for? 
  
Lets me say, that even though research is about 'helping identify and solve problems', 
there are some problems research itself cant solve!  So this session is not so much 
about the detailed how tos, its more about how to consider and approach research 
activity, where it works, where it doesn’t, why – and what kind of space it might fill in 
your organisations general toolbox. I am happy to discuss specifics of course, there 
are many many good toolkits and reports out there to help put all of this into 
practice. 
  
So lets take a step back. I’m Richard Fletcher, a man of many hats (who isn’t these 
days?), principally ‘a researcher’ nowadays, though I have hung lights, built stages, 
lectured and designed in the past. Arts & Festivals Management at DMU, where we 
have researched (perhaps unsurprisingly) Arts and Festivals! Of these, a range of 
types of festivals (in partic) and approaches to researching them, mainly ‘impact’ 
studies (Eco, soc, env) – so after the fact explanations or evaluations. 
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First of all, what do we mean when we discuss problems, and indeed research? I have 
become a bit of an etymology nerd recently, the origins of words. Problem - e french, 
a latin - a task, also something that juts out, forward, pro-minent. Not passive, it 'is' 
by our definition made real. (if a tree falls in the woods etc)  
  
Research - search - recherche - circus. Research may not mostly be about 'doing' / 
'solving' problems, but perhaps mainly about identifying, illuminating- making things 
visible or clearer than they were before – ‘wandering hither and thither in a circle’. 
  
Of course we generally hope these two elements , identifying and solving problems, 
that they DO work together, of course whatever information you set out to collect 
still has to be 'ordered' to make sense, and then put into action to have any effect. (if 
a man fills in a questionnaire in the woods alone, does it make a sound? And if he 
gets eaten by a bear, do I still have to enter him into the prize draw?) 
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So by research we generally mean something systematic, intellectual and 'sciencey'. 
But we dont have lab coats, or microscopes, nor are we (often) looking at the nuts 
and bolts, forces or atoms of  physical reality, or natural sciences to be more specific. 
We are usually looking at behaviours, opinions, statements, emotions and even 
spiritual, intangible experiences… constructed and experienced by humans – not 
rocks, or chemicals, or forces or atoms. 
  
We are all familiar with the endless debate - what IS art? What 'counts' as art? ... 
Well, the debate has been raging for at least as long for the sciences – regardless of 
whether we mean natural hard science or the more recent upstart 'social sciences'  
  
To be fair, you only have to go as far back as Newton, to find 'the first scientist' was as 
much an alchemist as what we would consider a modern scientist. I’ve put him there 
next to the philosophers stone, as this was one of the projects he was actually 
working on, which would of course sound mad to even a GCSE science student (I 
hope). 
  
Where has the ‘what is science’ debate led to today… 
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I’m drawing from a top Danish social scientist called Flyvbjerg wrote a book called 
‘Making Social Science Matter’ in 2001 
  
The key point I’m going to bring out of this, is the examination he does of what  
‘counts’ as science, and what doesn’t. What exactly are the rules that natural sciences 
meets that social sciences don’t?  
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The thinkers that have progressed this and what their contribution to a modern 
understanding of science has been: 
  
Socrates 
1. Explicit - can be understood, in detail, not misinterpreted, available to all 
2. Universal - all places all times, not some times and not others 
3. Abstract - requires no reference to concrete example, in the raw – non specific 
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Descartes and Kant 
4. Discrete - not based on human institution or tradition, context independent 
5. Systematic - must be a whole, elements are related by laws/rules  
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Modern 
6. Complete and predictive - specifies the range of variation and type of effects 
 
So, the short version, I feel, of Flyvbjergs work is that just because social sciences 
don’t meet all of these, all the time (or even some of them, some of the time) it 
doesnt mean its not worth the bother.  
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1.-  we should still hold it as a guide, or an ideal and 2- actually it becomes very 
apparent that there are huge, important issues that the strictest, hardest definition of 
science, couldn’t come close to being able to solve. With these rules, you couldn’t get 
out of the door – the Cartesian anxiety of Descartes. 
  
 As he says (and he’s not the only one) – the limits of rationalization, the misuse of 
power – perhaps more crucial to us now that anything the natural sciences can 
provide. 
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So, we’re getting clearer and clear about what we want to achieve. (even if, in the 
abstract sense, it is unachievable!) 
  
Now I’ve used ‘law’ here to make a point, though of course we don’t generally walk 
around talking about the ‘law of marketing’ or the ‘law of audience development’ – it 
seems a little overblown.  
  
But the point I want to make, coming from etymology once again, is to consider them 
as ‘lay – layers’ building up layers.  In our day to day practice we don’t have laws but 
we do have ‘rules of thumb’, tips, templates – not much difference really, just that law 
is quite a powerful term to use. 
  
[A key point Flyvberg makes about ‘what the natural sciences CAN’T tell us’ is that the 
physical ‘laws’ don’t tell us much, or can’t tell us about social ‘laws’ – the example is 
given that the game ‘Chess is not the rules of Chess’ ] 
  
What builds up these layers then? How do they affect us and where can we ‘add’ 
layers that were previously missing.  
  
How should you approach this step off into the great unknown? We’ve got our 
‘science’ goggles on, with those six points in mind, it’s a very specific way of viewing 
the world so what are the risks of putting it into practice… 
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On a practical, day to day level, I understand this is not your number one priority. I’ve 
got this slide up to illustrate the point – imagine every question mark is a black hole. 
  
But we are actually familiar with the risks of this - I say you can treat  it like art - it will 
go on for as long as you want it to or let it. When do you stop editing and tweaking 
and perfecting, and when is it ‘done’? 
  
The comic about phd research/scale of impact. (Matt Might) 
http://matt.might.net/articles/phd-school-in-pictures/ 
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Which bring me to my first of x points on how to make research work for you. 
  
1. Be aware of the black hole 
I don’t want to scare anyone off, so let me just say that simply going in with your eyes 
open will help- you arent trying to reinvent the wheel- you arent trying to cure cancer. 
  
Unless you're me, research isnt your raison d etre, it is something that can help 
improve your practice. Making art itself is considered by many to ‘be’ research. But 
this is key - what would you like to do with the results? What might you know 
afterwards that will change how you actually work? A degree of exploration is okay – 
but in fact, in most cases it’s pretty inevitable, so don’t feel that you need to be wildly 
ambitious.  
  
At a basic level, think about the whole project the same way you might think about a  
questionnaire, or an interview - you should know why every question is on the form. 
Marketing want to know x, finance want to know y, the board want to know z – you 
have the struggle of getting the respondent probably doesnt care about any of them!  
  
The takeaway point – be realistic, if you do something small, and do it well, and it will 
be easy to grow it from there. I don’t need to tell you how many different directions 
you are being pulled in, how little time you might have to apply to this. Start small– 
the experience is valuable in itself and you’ll be better positioned to keep going and 
doing something more elaborate next time. 
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2. Be sympathetic to your subject 
  
Your subject is more often than not going to be people – and getting information out of 
people often requires that they care. Here’s a problem for you: 
  
One the one hand, Nobody likes filling in questionnaires, much less when they are trying to 
enjoy themselves or lose themselves or just trying to get a job done in the case of 
performers, businesses etc. 
  
On the other hand, People DO like knowing their thoughts matter, that somebody will listen 
to them, and that (even more so) somebody will ACTUALLY follow through on this. (and that 
it will all be done professionally, securely, fairly etc) 
  
What a dilemma, and somewhat of a contradiction.  
  
This is something research itself cant help you with. You have to have the understanding, the 
relationships, the friendly staff or volunteers to make it happen. For example, for all the work 
we've done demonstrating economic impact, how many of these festivals have a real 
relationship with the businesses this is supposed to benefit? Some better than others, Maybe 
through a network like a CoC? In the bigger scheme – who comes to actively fight your corner 
when arts budgets are threatened?  
  
The takeaway point – It requires effort, ‘salesmanship’and honesty  to get this ‘buy in’. If you 
don’t have faith in it, or believe in it, then it is difficult for others to do so. Read other peoples 
work – get excited, what worked, what did they get out of it? Tell others about the benefits 
(don’t exaggerate!) Where will you be next year when the research is done? 
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3. Listen! 
  
Now that you’ve got their attention, actually remember to listen to them! 
  
Working on cultural Policy in leicester – cultural partnership board, and one thing 'people' say they want; that NEVER comes up 
in discussions with professionals and practicioners- transparancy and realistic claims. Also they are FINE with instrumentalising 
culture for xyz, and dont expect everything to appeal to them. ‘well it’s not for me, but it brings in money.’ or ‘I don’t actively 
go, but I think it’s good that communities can have their own celebrations etc’ 
  
This for me was a classic example of the deadly ‘rationalization’ bit and the power relation working ‘in the flesh’. We, as 
professionals, people immersed in one thing, can’t speak for everyone, or hope to know everything everyone may say or do – 
but we can listen long and hard, and encourage more people to speak out. Really tease out the truth. A lot of consultations are 
arguable far more ‘tell us what we want to hear’ than ‘tell us what you want us to hear’. Did the group of (self appointed) 
culture professionals really want to hear that what some people wanted was a swimming pool? This is a risk in two ways – 1 – 
you won’t ask questions that could contradict you, and 2- you won’t listen when people do. 
  
Does that sound a bit soft, a bit idealistic? Who really has the time? But we know in the long run the reality is that it is UTTERLY 
critical to your own self-centred survival, it’s not an ‘add on’ or something you do to be morally ‘good’.  
  
For instance, a well known marketing study by Moskowitz popularized  by Malcolm Gladwell - Moskowitz was hired by Prego to 
develop a pasta sauce to topple the market leader, Ragu.  
  
Basically the results from focus groups said these people like plain, these people like spicy, and that was the end result. But 
when he gave forty five variations to sample, a wide variety of thickness, spicyness, sweetness etc … they found a third, 
previously hidden preference for ‘chunky’ sauce.  
  
People could not state it as a preference because there was no previous frame of reference. Prego of course launched the new 
sauce and did very well out of it, now there are tens of varieties of pasta sauce- desperate to cater for every taste, and some 
perhaps even out there just to see if nobody has asked for it yet.  
  
The other famous statement along these lines by Henry Ford who said “If I’d have asked my customers what they wanted, they 
would have told me: a faster horse” 
  
The takeaway point – I’m not sure this can be taught (but don’t tell my students that), it really is a mindset thing, a real 
commitment to truth. I’d ultimately quite like to believe in quite a boring and market-driven way, that the people who are 
better at listening and delivering something of value to the most amount of people generally ‘win’.  
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4. No time for spin 
  
Don’t think of ‘spin’, only as an external phenomenon, but one that including internal ‘biases’ and 
assumptions and preconceptions too. 
  
Let me bring this right back to the main point which is Spin. To avoid Spin -this, as they say is ‘the 
science bit’ – follow the six rules given earlier, be neutral, be objective, question everything, question 
yourself most of all. 
  
Is spin a problem for the culture sector alone? No, there is no easy solution to this, I fear it is simply a 
reflection of the political mudslinging environment we all live in. True, there is a risk that we get overly 
technocratic and utilitarian about support for the arts (and eveything else besides), and forget 
ultimately the politcal point being made (ie bus pass for paul mcartney – one the face of it might seem 
reasonable but you undermine the universality of the point) is scientific evidence the *only* evidence?  
  
Anyway – of course we're smart enough not to just falsify things outright, but they can be massaged, 
spun, polished, rounded up, selectively edited and truth economically distributed. And then a million 
other press releases take hold! Again --- a deeper problem with the way society now produces, 
interprets and reacts to information but we can at least not be a part of this. Now, more so than ever, 
when so much information competes for our attention, day in day out. (Don’t read the news!) 
  
As we discussed earlier, with social sciences, to have power at the centre of investigation. This social 
power really is the base that economics 'sits' on. Not saying you have to have power as the ‘FOCUS’ of 
investigation (unless you are a political scientist) but you should certainly be aware of the wider power 
context for it. 
 
The takeaway point – Question everything but most of all question yourself. Otherwise you can only 
be a part of this hall of mirrors- part of the whole ‘con trick’ we blame for so much suffering nowadays.  
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5. The slog 
  
I’m here to suggest that research shouldn’t be a one off  ‘big bang’ every few years when the funding 
looks in danger, or something that is compartmentalized away from all other components, a lazy 
evaluation tacked on at the end because the Arts Council say you have to do it.  
  
Of course there is some slog involved, but if it is integrated into your working practice it should work 
as well and as smoothly as any other organizational function. We have laws and regulations and 
procedures and checklists and deadlines for everything else… so it’s not a lack of professionalism in the 
sector? Is it? Do we think it is a part of good practice or not? 
  
It is difficult though, ‘who researches the researchers?  
  
I’ll stand here and tell you all to go out and research and be really hard and critical of yourselves – 
earlier this week I wrapped up a finance module with some first year students and realized ‘oh god, 
now I’ve got to get some kind of feedback from them on how well I’ve done my job!’ Aaargh! What 
were the results? Some good, some bad but -- not ALL BAD which is what we all fear beforehand. 
Whatever your predictions, at least you have got your presumptions and preconceptions ‘out of your 
head’ and in the daylight. 
  
There is one thing you will always struggle to schedule in - Don’t forget to wander! The act of inquiry 
must involve some wandering! This is the classic: ‘we set out to demonstrate X and so we did X’ 
mistake – without a sense that a real ‘space’ ‘gap in knowledge’ has actually been identified, a real 
‘unknown’ has been explored – it will either be incredibly dull and/or you will have basically written 
the conclusion before you even started.  (having said that, there is something to be said for revising, 
and building up, and re-testing) 
  
The takeaway – Yes, it can be a slog at times. But this is your ‘lab time’ – hundreds of petri dishes or 
test tubes to sort through, and label and test… all for a few flashes of insight that only come to you in 
the shower one day. Totally worth it. 
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6. Be proud of your children! 
  
Now this really isn’t strictly a part of research, but is commonly what we want research to ‘do’ – and that is have 
some kind of real world impact. 
  
Now, insights and epiphanies certainly do seem to happen. But I think we all accept they are not the kind of things 
you find on the shelf in a supermarket, ready to be picked up and taken home. There is very little I can tell you 
here (other than the previous points) that will make it any more likely for you. 
  
I had heard it described a few times, I can’t remember who to attribute it to, but someone said that the feeling, or 
knowledge that you’re really ‘on to something’ – was not characterised by jumping up and shouting eureka – it 
was just a ‘hmm, that’s odd’. Almost like the definition of problem again – you’re feeling around the dirt, and oh- 
there’s a hard thing, is it a rock, lets dig around it and find out, pick it up, weigh it in your hands, run it under a tap 
and look at it from different angles – THEN you can say what it is. Another example I head was that after a big 
group discussion, they felt 'still confused, but at a higher level'. The mind is strange, you can’t just throw things at 
it, they percolate and combine. But – if you find something that is odd, something unexpected, something 
intuition could not have told you– you are on the right track. 
  
Coming back to ‘impact’ – by all rights you could say that this personal ‘revelation’ is at the core, it’s the only thing 
that matters, but obviously now you know something new, you probably want to change things to fit with this 
new knowledge. Now, depending on the type of research  you carried out, the focus of this will vary greatly – but 
in a way it will tie back to what you set out to achieve in the first place. This is where I think making research a 
real part of your organisations ‘tool set’ comes into play, as ‘what you are supposed to do next’ will be clearer if 
you are familiar with carrying out frequent, discrete bits of research. You might actually call this an information 
strategy – like a marketing or finance strategy perhaps – you do see them in some organisations, but I’m not the 
one to say whether they work or not. It seems like a good idea – to know what information you are actively 
seeking, why, and what you will do with it once it’s done. 
  
The takeaway – Don’t forget to follow through, whether this means a subtle change in the way you work, or 
trumpeting how brilliant you are in front of funders, your audiences and other stakeholders.  
  
Make the research count, make it work for you. 
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To conclude then, a few morethoughts on the power of ‘just thinking’ 
  
This first one from Summit, from her talk at Stanford calling for a new definition of 
the humanities- that emphasises the impact of study and learning on ourselves and 
our society – not just the study of ‘the creations of man’ – but to teach ‘humanity’, 
consideration, generosity – a desire to help – and the capabilities with which to do so. 
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And one final defense on the ultimate value of thinking, from Zizek, as you can watch 
for yourself  on Youtube/Big think a short talking head piece called: Don’t act, just 
think. Referring to our the occupy movement, crises of capitalism… how do we deal 
with these ‘big problems’… he say 
  
Don't get caught into this pseudo-activist pressure.  Do something. Let’s do it, and so 
on.  So, no, the time is to think.  
  
Even in the face of these challenges and suffering? – yes (he’s not pro inaction of 
course, he is saying choose your battles VERY carefully) – continues… 
  
 I even provoked some of the leftist friends when I told them that if the famous 
Marxist formula was, “Philosophers have only interpreted the world; the time is to 
change it” . . . thesis 11 . . . , that maybe today we should say, “In the twentieth 
century, we maybe tried to change the world too quickly.  The time is to interpret it 
again, to start thinking.” 
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